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Category: What users do - (3 questions)

What is the property "reentrance" and how
does it help design

Where you make it easy to leave in the
middle of doing something, and come back

and pick it up later.
Can be supported by remembering parts of

forms already filled out.
Keeps user from getting frustrated.

How does spatial memory play into interface
design

Where something is visually can many times
be remembered better than what something

is called.
Keep similar functions located in the same

spatial layout.

What is prospective memory and relationship
to design

It is leaving reminders to do something in the
future.

Design should make it easy to remind
yourself to do things in the future.

Category: Organizing Content - (6 questions)

4 basic ways many sites are organized
Lists of objects - photo album with pictures
Lists of actions or things to do - buy, invite,

share
Lists of subjects - think Yahoo

Lists of tools - calculator, word pad,

3 basic ways of laying out the different
features / areas of program

1. Multiple windows that can be open on top
of each other like Windows operating system

2. Tiled panes - with different features in
each pane

3. Single window where each feature or
layout moves to a new single window - like

original web pages

What content pattern does this represent? two-panel selector
You select an object and the details appear

in the second panel

What is the design pattern represented? canvass plus pallete
You have tools that you select and then

create on the blank space.  Most graphics
programs use this.



What is the design pattern? one-window drilldown
you have a series of choices - pick one and it

leads to the functionality or information
Used extensively on cell phones.

What is the design pattern illustrated by the
Define Custom Colors >>>>    button

extras on demand - allow users to access
more complex functions when needed but

don't overwhelm on initial view

Category: Getting Around - (12 questions)

What are Signposts? Features that help users figure out their
immediate surroundings.

What are some common web page
signposts? page titles

window titles
web page logos

other branding devices/tabs/selection
indicators

Navigating around a website is like
commuting; what's the best kind of
commuting?

None at all. You want everything at user's
fingertips

What do navigation patterns do? Tell a user where they currently are, and
where they can go with one jump.

Name some types of navigation aid patterns
Global Navigation

Color-Coded Sections
Sequence Map

Breadcrumbs
Annotated Scrollbar

What is wayfinding? What people do as they find their way
towards their goal.

What helps users with wayfinding?
Good Signage

Environmental Clues
Maps

Describe elements of good signage.
Clear, unambiguous labels

labels should tell you where you are going to
go

signs should be located where you would
expect them to be

At each decision point, a user should know
where to go to make that decision happen



Describe Environmental Clues Example: you would look for a restroom in
the back of a restaurant. So you would look

for a cancel button at bottom of dialogue box,
logos in upper-left corner etc.- however be

aware of cultural differences

Importance of maps Gives user a larger frame of reference, a
mental picture of the whole space.

What is a sequence map when designing
multi-page web forms or processes

A map that shows every step and indicates
which step the user is currently in

What can you do with scrollbars to improve
user navigation

Annotate them to show meta information
about where the user is at.

Videos sites that have indicators on scroll
bar that popup text telling you what thet point

in the video is about with text tag.

Category: Organizing Page - (6 questions)

What is meant by focal points in design Places that your attention span is drawn to
on the design.

4 ways of designing page that automatically
draw a person's attention to the page -
discovered by Gestalt psychologist

1. Proximity - things close together are
associated with each other

2. Similarity - things with similar size, shape
or color will be associated

3. Continuity - person will fill in lines if
smaller elements are put in series

4. Closure - person will close together
shapes formed by smaller things put in

outside form of shape.

What design pattern is this? card stack - each menu item at top when
clicked reveals a different panel of

functionality

What design pattern is this? closeable panels - each section is able to be
opened and closed by user revealing

functionality
the arrow used in this example is called

"twist down"

What layout pattern is used when designing
a 2 column form?

Right align labels on left
Left align the items on the right

What is meant by design pattern:  responsive
disclosure

start with a small set of questions and
progressively reveal more as user answers to

help them through the process, only
showing the parts that are relevent given the

information already collected

Category: Actions - (1 questions)



When should a cancel action feature be
provided

rule of thumb is if action takes longer than 2
seconds

Category: Complex information - (6 questions)

Define:  preattentive variables visual queues that are hardwired in the brain
to be noticed such as color hues

Name 4 preattentive factors based on color /
drawing

color hue
color brightness
color saturation

texture

Name 4 preattentive variables based on
physical layout

position and alignment
orientation

size
shape

Define data brushing as design principle allow user to physically select part of data (
rubber banding ) to zoom in on for closer

view in another view

How can you make a table easier to view by alternating rows with different colors or
shades in the background

What type of display is the data on in
picture?

treemap

Category: User Input - (3 questions)

Contrast input hints with input prompt in UI
design

input hints: when text is placed under or
beside a field describing what is to be

entered
input prompts: when user input field is filed

with text telling user what to put in

What is the name of pictured input form
item?

list builder

Name for following user input type Dropdown chooser


